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 Q1: Read the following text                                                                                                                               
  

Use academic sources  

Type 'What is a good teacher?' into Google . You get nearly four million webpages ! But a lot of those 

pages are commercial . Look for the domains .co.uk and .com . Don't read these sites . They want to 

sell you something . Other webpages are private sites . A tilde (  ) says 'This is a private site' . Don't 

read these sites either . Nobody has checked the information on these sites . Look for academic sites  

(.ac and .edu) . Look also for .org and .gov. These are not commercial sites .   

  
 

A: Write True or False according to the text                                                                             (5Marks) 

1. If you search  the Internet you will get millions of webpages  .  

2. A lot of those pages are not academic .  

3. Don't read sites with these domains .co.uk and .com  .  

4. read webpages and private sites  .  

5. Look for sites with these domains .ac and .edu .   

  

B: Answer the following questions  according to the text                                         (5Marks) 

1. Why you should not use all the webpages on the Internet ?    

 

2. Why you should not read sites with these domains .co.uk and .com ?  

 

3. Why you should not read private sites ?  

 

4. Why you should  also look for sites with these domains .org and .gov ?   

 

 

5. Why you should use academic  sites  for your research ?  
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Q2: A Match the words and their definitions . Answer only 5                                         ( 5Marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B : Underline the odd sound in the followings . Answer only 5                                            (5Marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3 A: Choose the correct answer                                                                                          ( 5Marks)  

 1. When do you ………… national examinations ? .                a. sits        b. sit         c. sat  

2. A: When did you start school? 

   B:When I was three. I……. to nursery school.  .                   a. go   b. went    c. going  

3. We use the verb ………….. with exams .                              a. take      b. do    c. make    

4. A: Does primary mean 'first'? B:Yes, it ……… .                 a. do      b. is     c. does   

5. A: What ………. A levels ? B: They're exams in Britain .    a. is       b. am      c. are  

B: Write 5 sentences (general facts ) about the education system in Kurdistan                     (5Marks)                                                              

1.  

 

2.  

 

3.  

 

4.  

 

5.  

 words  Definitions  

1. Campus   a. a person in charge of a faculty  

2. Launderette    b.  it is saying you don't agree  

3. A lab   c.  looking at people  

4. Disagreeing   d. special place for students  

5. Eye contact    e. the university buildings  

6. A dean   f. it's a place for experiments  

7.  Students' union    g. you can wash your cloths there  

1. Seat  Sit  If  

2. fill  Meat  Give   

3.  Both   Job   People  

4. Free   In  Mean  

5.  Club  Place   Pay  

6.  Explain  Personal  Bursar  

7.  Teach  If  It   


